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Abstract— Increase in the capacity of the mobile devices 

give rise to multiple mobile sensing application based 

device development. in this we understand how the data  

aggregator in mobile sensing gives the expected statistics in 

data contributed many users, securing the  privacy of each 

other user. The systems do not support the Minimum 

aggregate method; it is a useful in mobile sensing. Hence to 

solve these problems a efficient protocol is used to get the 

sum of the minimum aggregate in the system, which is using 

the novel key management and also the security measures. 

We have used the time series based data for the high 

security and also used the case d multiple data join and 

leave. We have demonstrated in the system of multiple data 

items to ensure the multiple data is sensed in the system 

stored and transmitted. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobiles are the integral parts of the human life now days. 

These devices come with the multiple optional devices like 

camera, audio player, speakers, sensors as the requirement 

for the devices has been built high the developers searches 

for the new challenges and also they are developing the 

devices to cope up with the multiple data set of different 

data types. 

As the use of the data has been high the use of the 

data make sophisticated system based inferences just not the 

people (like human activity, health care, location based 

services) but the surrounding (like pollution, noise, 

weather),it helps in the future cases. 

User data should be aggregated based on the type 

of the data with the help of the sensing nodes .All the 

sensing nodes will collect the data and will process based on 

the type of the data. The aggregated data will be distributed 

in the system storage by the help of the data encryption and 

decryption.  

 
                   Fig. 1: General Data aggregator scheme 

Data Portability, and always Internet availability, 

an expanding number of individuals use area based 

administrations to demand data applicable to their present 

areas from an assortment of administration suppliers. This 

can be the quest for adjacent purposes of understanding 

(e.g., eateries and inns), area mindful promoting by 

organizations, movement data custom-made to the roadway 

and bearing a client is voyaging et cetera.  

The utilization of the mobile sensing data, to be 

that as it may, can uncover a great deal more around a man 

to conceivably conniving administration suppliers than 

numerous individuals would reveal. By following the 

solicitations of a man it is conceivable to construct a 

development profile which can uncover data around a 

client's work like weather records.  

To decide the area of a client like weather 

forecasting data wind, rain, sun etc.  It still accurately 

completes the straightforward coordinating operations 

required in the user data convention, i.e., it doesn't change or 

drop data or make new data. Depended mobile data would 

self-assertively adjust and drop messages and additionally 

infuse fake messages 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In managing the data of multiple items’ is a big task as they 

belong to the multiple categories. The main problem is 

facing not only with  the data classification but also with the 

data sharing securely. Tata aggregation assumes the trusted 

aggregator, so it cannot protect user own privacy against the 

untrusted aggregator, mobile sensing. Many existing works   

considers the system based aggregation in the time-series 

based data for the presence untrusted system in aggregator. 

For the data protection they use the encryption and 

decryption based technique which involves the user in high 

level.  

The system requires the users be, online till data is 

extracted, in which they not be in many of the mobile based 

sensing scenarios, for user mobility, heterogeneity and also 

for the system connectivity. 

III. OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the work is to propose an privacy aware 

system preserving protocol for the Sum aggregate in the 

time-series based data. It uses the homomorphed based 

system encryption and decryption for the efficient sum 

based aggregation. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The feasibility study regarding the proposed work has been 

taken into the consideration based on the three main 

concepts: 

1) Functional Feasibility 

2) Technical Feasibility 

3) Economical Feasibility 

1) Functional Feasibility:  

The main goal of functional feasibility is 

1) To check whether the system is working in the 

critical conditions or not. 

2) It reaches the requirements of the user and meets 

the goal of the system or not. 
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This success of the work depends on whether it has 

enough support for operational models of the system by the 

user management. 

2) Technical feasibility:  

To achieve the system efficiency the technical aspects 

related to the functional execution has to be reached. It 

includes the following criteria like: 

 Whether there is an enough support for the system 

execution by the technical aspects. 

 Is there availability of man power is enough for the 

system execution or not. 

 Whether there is an enough space for further 

improvements of the system or not. 

 The system is providing enough quality of the result and 

also accuracy of the result. 

 The availability of hardware equipments and 

technology aspects are available to the system or not. 

3) Economical feasibility:  

For establishing the economical feasibility issues the 

following criteria should be considered: 

 Whether the system is providing enough feedback 

compare to what the expenses has been made. 

 The cost which has been spent on implementation must 

be worth of the requirement. 
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